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ABSTRACT

After its founding in 1982, the US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit strengthened patent protection. During that time, businesses—which acquire 90 percent of all patents—increasingly applied for and enforced patents. Clearly, the benefit of having a patent outweighed the cost of doing so.

This Article shows that a central benefit of applying for a patent is that it permits its owner to exclude others from making the patented invention. A patent owner can use the coercive power of a patent to exclude others from making the invention, or to permit others to make the patented invention, but only if they pay money to do so. Two forces have reduced the power of that benefit.

First, patent rights have been weakened through changes in the law. The US Supreme Court has, almost without exception, reversed decisions of the Federal Circuit and adopted an approach that is less favorable to patent owners. Compared to today, in the year 2000, more inventions were eligible for patenting, more inventions were not obvious, more claims were definite, “equivalents” more likely infringed, infringement included more overseas conduct, patent rights were less easily exhausted, patentees could subject defendants to suits in districts more favorable to them, a losing patentee would almost never pay attorneys’ fees, and an injunction was the general rule that benefited a successful patent infringement plaintiff. More recently, Congress created administrative proceedings in the US Patent and Trademark Office that made it easier to challenge existing patents. In litigation, because of the statutory presumption of validity, patent claims are
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construed narrowly and, when possible, to avoid invalidity, and invalidity must be shown by clear and convincing evidence. In these new proceedings, the presumption does not apply, patent claims are construed more broadly, and only preponderant evidence is required to challenge a claim. Further, if a patent owner sues in court, courts will often stay the litigation in favor of allowing the Patent Office proceeding to finish. This effectively eliminates the presumption of validity. Other changes including heightened pleading requirements and state statutes also reduce the coercive benefit that patents confer.

After examining the available data as to whether these legal changes have already significantly altered the incentive to patent, the Article turns to the second force that reduces the benefit of the coercive power of patents: the fact that a greater number of products have shorter life cycles. Because patents take twenty-four months to issue, and the coercive power of a patent can only be utilized once it issues, the pace of change means that fewer patents will exist in time for their coercive power to be meaningfully applied. Further, that rapid pace of innovation has already created 3D printing, a technology that permits rapid and dispersed copying of new products, which further reduces the coercive benefit of patent rights.

This Article concludes by providing practical advice to patent practitioners as to how to manage the impact of these two forces. These include using established procedures to speed up prosecution, using claim drafting techniques that may help address 3D printing, and considering alternatives such as trade secret protection in lieu of patenting.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the last few decades, patenting and patent litigation were booming. The number of patents issued by the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has increased almost every year since patents were first issued in 1790, and the number of patents issued has increased at an even greater rate in more recent decades—particularly since Congress created the US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in 1982.\(^1\) Moreover, while the number of patent infringement suits has generally increased over time, the pace increased more rapidly after 1982.\(^2\) More recently, the size and

---


number of businesses formed to acquire patents solely to enforce them—called “non-practicing entities,” “patent assertion entities,” or “patent trolls”—increased dramatically, and for the first time it became common for patents to be sold in large numbers on secondary markets.\(^3\)

Businesses, not individuals, receive the vast majority of those patents—over 90 percent in 2015.\(^4\) Presumably, as rational economic actors, businesses that sought or later acquired patents on secondary markets concluded that the benefits of doing so increasingly exceeded the costs. If businesses are acting rationally in exercising the option to apply for a patent or to acquire existing patents,\(^5\) then for more than thirty years the cost-benefit analysis has strongly favored patenting. Because intellectual property is important to the US economy,\(^6\) whether businesses will continue to patent is a significant issue.

Of course, a business considering whether to patent weighs the costs against the benefits of doing so. Out-of-pocket costs that accompany applying for a patent include the attorneys’ fees and related expenses (such as costs to draft drawings) to prepare and then prosecute a patent application, the fees charged by the USPTO to file and prosecute an application,\(^7\) as well as fees charged by the USPTO

---


7. The amount of USPTO fees depends on numerous facts, including the number of claims, the economic size of the applicant, and even how the application is filed. See USPTO Fee
every few years to maintain (i.e., to keep in force) an issued patent. A business considering the costs of applying for a patent would also consider the fact that the process will take employee time, distract some workers from their jobs, and similar indirect costs. In addition, a business applying for a patent must consider lost competitive advantage caused by the requirement that a patent must disclose the information necessary to make the claimed invention, as well as the “best mode” for doing so. If that information is not known to competitors, any advantage gained by that fact is lost by filing a patent application. Finally, to the extent that the business wants a patent in order to prevent others from making the patented invention, a reasonable business would consider the fact that it costs money to enforce a patent. A patentee must file a suit or engage in other enforcement efforts, either of which generally requires attorney time, and thus attorneys’ fees. In addition, litigation requires employee time, and so causes lost productivity. There are, in other words, significant costs to filing for patent protection that any reasonable business would weigh in deciding whether to do so.

This Article focuses on the decreasing benefits of patent protection experienced over the past few years and how the benefit of patenting will continue to decrease rapidly in the near future. The primary reason this Article focuses on benefits, rather than costs, is that during the time when patenting boomed, there was no great reduction in the cost of obtaining a patent or enforcing one. The costs to obtain a patent likely will remain flat or modestly decrease in the near future: While artificial intelligence could reduce the amount of attorneys’ fees necessary for patent prosecution, USPTO fees will

---

8. Maintenance fees are due 3–3½, 7–7½, and 11–11½ years after a patent issues. See Maintain Your Patent, USPTO (July 27, 2017, 12:02 PM), https://www.uspto.gov/patents-maintaining-patent/maintain-your-patent [https://perma.cc/WA2Y-6FHU]. The amount increases over time but varies depending on whether the owner is a small or large business; however, for many businesses, fees start at $1,600 and end at $7,400. See USPTO Fee Schedule, supra note 7.

9. Incidental, but potentially significant, economic “costs” of the patent application process include monitoring for ideas that may be patentable and having the inventor participate in patent prosecution by, among other things, reading drafts of the patent application to confirm that it describes the invention. The business must also monitor prosecution and consider whether a patentable idea would be useful to the business. Although these costs are real, quantifying them is beyond the scope of this Article; they no doubt vary wildly depending on the business, the nature of the technology, and the business’s and inventor’s knowledge of or experience with patent prosecution.


likely continue to increase, and patentees will still be required to disclose how to make their invention. Just as the costs to obtain a patent remained relatively flat during the time of the patent boom, the costs to enforce one likewise remained relatively constant. Just as the costs to obtain a patent do not appear likely to precipitously drop, the costs to enforce a patent through litigation do not seem likely to precipitously drop any time soon. Further, as shown below, because of changes in fee-shifting, the net cost of enforcement has likely gone up.

There are many benefits to patenting. This Article focuses on the coercive benefit of owning a patent—namely, the potential for the rights holder to exclude others from selling a patented invention, or, if not exclude them, to obtain money damages from litigation or to generate revenue through licensing, either in lieu of litigation or as a result of it. The right to prevent copying or to obtain damages from those who do is the “primary driver” of obtaining patents given by


13. Interestingly, and for reasons discussed more fully below, the cost of patent litigation per case decreased suddenly and somewhat sharply between 2015 and 2017. See Malathi Nayak, Cost of Patent Infringement Litigation Falling Sharply, BLOOMBERG BNA (Aug. 11, 2017), https://bol.bna.com/cost-of-patent-infringement-litigation-falling-sharply [https://perma.cc/Y6BR-PSM2]. The reason for the decline, however, is not that attorneys’ hourly rates suddenly declined; rather, it became easier for defendants to stay patent suits and force the patentee to defend its patent in an administrative proceeding in the USPTO, in which patents are more easily found invalid, a finding that ends the patent suit. See id. (“[L]itigants controlled expenses and increasingly skipped courthouses to challenge a patent’s validity at the [USPTO].”) Thus, it is now remarkably cheaper to defend a patent suit by avoiding litigation and instead invalidating a patent in an administrative proceeding at the USPTO, but there is no indication that the costs to a patentee to actually enforce the patent have gone down. See infra Part II.

14. See infra Part II.

15. See generally Clarissa Long, Patent Signals, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 625 (2002) (recognizing exclusivity, disclosure, defense against competitors, and other benefits of patenting). As noted above, the vast majority of patents are issued to businesses. Most patents, even if owned by businesses, are not enforced in litigation. See Mark A. Lemley, The Surprising Resilience of the Patent System, 95 TEX. L. REV. 1, 44 (2016). Some patents, no doubt, serve functions in addition to providing their owner with the right to exclude others from infringing the patent. In fact, patents perform many functions, including signaling to investors that their owner innovates, serving as defensive measures (a business that owns patents which is sued by a competitor for infringement might have a counterclaim, for example), signaling information as to the credentials of the inventor, and other functions. See id. at 40–43; Jason Rantanen & Sarah E. Jack, Patents as Credentials 4–5 (Univ. Iowa Legal Studies, Research Paper No. 2017-27, 2017), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3013780 [https://perma.cc/G22D-9GSP]; see also Ron Katznelson, A Century of Patent Litigation in Perspective (Nov. 17, 2014) (unpublished manuscript), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2503140 [https://perma.cc/Q27E-MD3Q]. But see Long, supra, at 630 (finding it illogical to have a patent without enforcing that patent).
entrepreneurs, and courts, legislatures, and academics have focused on the ability of patentees to rely on the expense of defending patent infringement suits to justify reducing the coercive power of patents. For digital businesses, where copying can occur rapidly and at little cost, “intellectual property protections have become an increasingly crucial incentive to firms.” This Article shows that the coercive power of patents has declined and will continue to decline. Specifically, this Article shows that two forces have recently reduced the coercive power of patents and will likely continue to do so in the near future.

The first force is legal: the Supreme Court, Congress, and other authorities have made patents more difficult to obtain, easier to challenge, and riskier to enforce. Businesses have less incentive to patent because it is less likely today than at the beginning of this century for a business to obtain a patent and either prevail in litigation or successfully license the patent to obtain revenue. Part II of this Article catalogs the numerous recent, powerful, and varied changes that these authorities have made to the law that have reduced the coercive power of patents and so reduced the incentive to seek patent protection. Part III then analyzes the available evidence as to the degree to which those changes in the law in fact have reduced the incentive to patent.

The second force reducing the coercive power of patents is, ironically enough, innovation: Because of the rapid pace of innovation, products are brought to market—and replaced—more quickly than ever before. Not only is that true, but the pace of change is rapidly increasing. If a business wants a patent to use its coercive power to stop competitors from making a patented product, it has no reason to obtain a patent if its competitors will not be selling the product after the patent issues. For example, if a business expects its new product’s life cycle to be one year, there is less reason to obtain a patent because by the time the patent issues the market for that product will be gone.

17. See infra Part II.B.
19. See infra Part II.A.
20. See infra Part IV.
Patents take about twenty-four months to obtain.21 If a product comes and goes before twenty-four months, there will be no infringement. Likewise, the closer a product’s life cycle gets to twenty-four months, the less value the patent has.22 Accordingly, Part IV of this Article describes the exponential increase in the pace of technological change that has resulted—and will continue to result—in more products entering and exiting the market more efficiently than ever before. On a related but distinct point, Part IV describes how 3D printing reduces potential damages by allowing for dispersed and hard-to-detect infringement.

This Article then puts into practical terms what these reductions in coercive power mean for practitioners and businesses. It describes alternatives to patenting and to traditional patent prosecution that businesses and their attorneys may want to consider, and perhaps to weigh more heavily, either before or after applying for patent protection. This Article concludes by briefly discussing the broader policy implications presented by the changes which have, and will continue, to erode the coercive power of patents.

II. THE FIRST FORCE: FEDERAL AND STATE AUTHORITIES HAVE IN NUMEROUS WAYS CHANGED THE LAW TO REDUCE THE COERCIVE POWER OF PATENTS

This Article focuses on the coercive power of patents. A patent is often characterized as giving its owner the temporary right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the patented invention.23 At a high level, this is correct: a patent owner can sue those who infringe and seek monetary compensation, injunctive relief, or both.24 That right is temporary in that it lasts twenty years from the date of filing of the patent application, and so for a typical patent, issued after an average twenty-four-month examination in the USPTO, this right to coercive relief would subsist for almost eighteen years.25 Thus, at a general level, a patent gives its owner a temporary coercive power.


22. See infra Part IV.C.

23. E.g., eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388, 392 (2006). As explained below, because it is no longer the general rule to award injunctive relief after patent infringement is found, the reality is a bit more nuanced than this general characterization of a patent as conveying the right to exclude others. See infra note 236 and accompanying text.


25. Cf. supra note 21 and accompanying text (explaining the time period for patent obtainment).
To the extent that changes in the law make obtaining a patent more difficult, make enforcing a patent harder, or create greater risk or lower the reward of enforcing a patent, a patent has less coercive power. To put it simply, the cheaper and easier it is to get a patent and enforce it, the more reason a business has to apply for a patent. Conversely, the more difficult it is to obtain a patent, or the less likely it is that any suit will result in coercive relief, the less reason there is to seek a patent or acquire one in the secondary market.

During the late twentieth century, the Federal Circuit led a definite march toward stronger patent rights. After its founding in 1982, the Federal Circuit\textsuperscript{26} stabilized the patent system and created a more patent-friendly body of law in the United States than had existed.\textsuperscript{27} That trend had been relatively consistent and persistent.\textsuperscript{28} It became easier to obtain and enforce a patent, and as a result, the coercive power of patents grew.\textsuperscript{29} Accordingly, to the extent that businesses sought patents because of the benefit of their coercive power, the incentive to patent increased.

This century, the Supreme Court ordered an about-face. The following Section shows that virtually every one of the nearly sixty Supreme Court decisions this century reversed the Federal Circuit’s approach in favor of weaker patent rights. In addition, Congress and other authorities have made patents more vulnerable, more difficult to enforce, or both. This Part describes those changes in the law and examines the data on the extent to which those changes made it harder to obtain a patent, riskier to enforce a patent, and reduced or curtailed injunctive relief. The following Section shows that, to the extent that businesses seek patents to obtain coercive relief, they have much less incentive to do so today than when this century began.


\textsuperscript{28} See Andrews, supra note 27, at 850; see also Landes & Posner, supra note 1, at 128 (“The creation in 1982 of a court having a monopoly of patent appeals has had a significant effect on patent activity as a consequence of the pro-patent leanings of the new court.”).

\textsuperscript{29} Although patents grew more valuable under the Federal Circuit’s watch, the court pruned patent protection somewhat. For example, the Federal Circuit has worked against awards of reasonable royalty damages that seemed unmoored to the realities of licensing or the benefits of a particular patented invention. See David Franklyn & Adam Kuhn, \textit{The Problem of Mop Heads in the Era of Apps: Toward More Rigorous Standards of Value Apportionment in Contemporary Patent Law}, 98 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc’y 182, 194–95 (2016); Daryl Lim, \textit{I Dissent: The Federal Circuit’s “Great Dissenter,” Her Influence on the Patent Dialogue, and Why It Matters}, 19 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 873, 980 (2017); see also, e.g., Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 632 F.3d 1292, 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2009).
A. The Supreme Court Has Routinely Reversed Federal Circuit Decisions and in Doing So Made Patents More Difficult to Obtain, Easier to Invalidate, Harder to Infringe, and Also Limited Likely Remedies

A study concluded that the Supreme Court reversed the Federal Circuit’s patent law decisions 70 percent of the time. This Section summarizes key Supreme Court decisions from this century, organized according to which aspect of patent rights the cases affected. It shows that the Court has almost uniformly reduced the coercive power of patents by making patents easier to invalidate (and, as a consequence, harder to obtain from the USPTO), riskier to enforce, and—perhaps most fundamentally—has made it clear a patent in fact does not give its owner the general right to exclude others from infringing. A business considering whether to apply for a patent knows that patents are harder to get, easier to lose, riskier to use, and less likely to result in being able to prevent competitors from infringing.

To be clear from the outset, the fact that the Court weakened patent rights does not mean that any or all of its decisions were legally incorrect, that the Federal Circuit’s general trend toward a stronger patent system is mandated by the Patent Act or the Constitution, or that a stronger patent system is somehow “better” in terms of innovation or other social goals. In that regard, studies from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in 2003 and later from the National Academy of Sciences in 2005 pointed to excesses in the system. The point made in this Section is not whether any or all

31. The Supreme Court has decided many patent cases this century. Some patent cases decided by the Court either had no obvious impact on patenting or likely impacted a narrow range of patents or industries. See, e.g., Fed. Trade Comm’n v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2227 (2013); Gunn v. Minton, 558 U.S. 251, 263–64 (2013); Bd. of Trs. of Leland Stanford Junior Univ. v. Roche Molecular Sys., Inc., 563 U.S. 776, 780 (2011). Some argue that the Court has decided some patent cases to prevent the Federal Circuit from treating patent law differently from analogous areas of law—from engaging in “patent exceptionalism.” Peter Lee, The Supreme Assimilation of Patent Law, 114 MICH. L. REV. 1413, 1422 (2016).
decisions were legally correct or effectuated sound policy; the point is that patents are weaker as a result.

1. The Supreme Court Made Fewer Inventions Patentable and as a Result Made More Issued Patents Invalid

The concept of patentability and invalidity are related but distinct. The USPTO decides patentability. During the application process, the USPTO determines whether an invention claimed in a patent application is “patentable.” Likewise, in post-grant proceedings, the USPTO determines whether a claim in a patent that it previously issued is patentable. In litigation, courts decide whether a claim in an issued patent is “invalid.” As a general matter, the same legal principles apply to patentability and invalidity, although as noted below, there are important differences. Thus, in deciding whether an invention is patentable, the USPTO follows case law from the Supreme Court (and the Federal Circuit) that addresses invalidity.

34. 35 U.S.C. §§ 101–03, 112 (2012). Summarizing the entirety of patent law is outside the scope of this Article. Generally, however, patent law requires that for a claimed invention to be patentable: (1) the subject matter must be eligible for patenting under Section 101; (2) the claimed invention must be new in terms of Section 102; (3) the claimed invention must have been “non-obvious” in terms of Section 103; (4) the claim must be definite in terms of Section 112; and (5) the patent must disclose how to make and use the invention and include the best mode for doing so. Id. Each is a requirement to obtain a patent; the USPTO should not issue a patent that fails to meet any of those requirements. See id. Further, each requirement (apart from best mode), is a basis for invalidity of a patent. Id. § 282(b).


37. See infra notes 185–89 and accompanying text.

38. For this reason, the USPTO generally relies on Supreme Court and Federal Circuit precedent concerning invalidity issues when determining patentability. See, e.g., Autel U.S. Inc. v. Bosch Auto. Serv. Sols. LLC, No. IPR2014-00183 (P.T.A.B. May 5, 2015) (citing Supreme Court and Federal Circuit precedent in an obviousness determination); MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURE § 2173.02 (2015) (citing Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2120, 2129 (2014)). However, there are differences between invalidity and unpatentability, and they are critical. As shown more fully below, the burden of proof required to show invalidity is higher—clear and convincing evidence, not preponderant evidence—and the claims are interpreted more broadly by the USPTO than in litigation. See infra notes 172–75 and accompanying text. Other differences between validity and patentability exist, including the fact that the USPTO, in determining whether a claim would have been obvious, uses a burden-shifting process that likely does not apply to determine invalidity for obviousness. Compare MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURE § 2141 (explaining a burden-shifting framework), with Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. v. Cadbury Adams USA LLC, 683 F.3d 1356, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (citing In re Cyclobenzaprine Hydrochloride Extended-Release Capsule Patent Litig.,
Importantly, if the Supreme Court’s interpretation of what is patentable narrows after a patent issues, the courts and the USPTO apply that law retroactively. The fiction, of course, is that the law did not change but that, effectively, the USPTO had been wrong in its understanding. Thus, a patent that the USPTO properly issued—at least as it understood the law as it existed at that time—might nonetheless be “invalid” in later litigation. Likewise, a patent that the USPTO properly issued under the law as it understood it at the time could be found by the USPTO to be unpatentable in a post-grant proceeding. A change in the law could mean that issued patents are no longer valid. This Section shows that the Court has made patents easier to invalidate, and consequently more difficult to be patentable, in several recent cases.

a. The Supreme Court Made Fewer Inventions Eligible for Patenting

Section 101 of the Patent Act is permissive, stating only that “[w]hoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.” Consistent with its permissive language, Section 101 had been largely ignored in patent prosecution and litigation as a requirement for patenting and a basis for invalidity until 2010.

In the last seven years, however, the Supreme Court issued a series of cases that “have significantly impacted patent eligibility

---

676 F.3d 1063, 1079–80 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (stating that a burden-shifting framework is not required).


40. On a related note, the USPTO has for years had a backlog of applications; some of those no doubt were filed at a time when the applicant reasonably believed the invention was patentable. See Warren K. Mabey, Jr., Deconstructing the Patent Application Backlog, 92 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC'Y 208, 239 (2010) (discussing backlog generally).


In those cases, the Court restricted what inventions are even eligible for patenting by holding that each of the following inventions, even if new and nonobvious, was not even eligible for patent protection: a method for hedging risk; a method for optimizing drug dosages; a claim to isolate genes; and, most recently, a claim to a computer-implemented method to mitigate settlement risk.

The consequence of these decisions is multifaceted. First and foremost, fewer inventions are patentable now, reducing the incentives to patent. Second, patents that were issued before these decisions are more easily invalidated. Finally, the procedural safeguards that courts afford when determining invalidity based on other bases of invalidity in the Patent Act are not afforded in applying Section 101. Specifically, patents are being found “invalid” under Section 101 at the pleading stage and without clear and convincing evidence of invalidity. Although it is very rare for courts to find a patent invalid on the pleadings for any other basis of invalidity in the Patent Act, courts find ineligibility frequently at the pleading stage. Because Section 101 can be raised early and relatively cheaply, it reduces patent protection.

It is difficult to understate the impact of the Supreme Court’s decisions involving Section 101. Thousands of patents likely became invalid after these decisions, essentially rendering them worthless at

---


47. Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2352.


best. The impact has been felt most particularly in the life sciences and computer technologies areas of innovation.\textsuperscript{51} In that regard, a 2016 analysis determined that the Supreme Court had “crushed” certain secondary markets relating to computer technologies.\textsuperscript{52} Plainly, because fewer inventions are eligible for patenting, there is less incentive to patent. Further, because issued patents may be “ineligible,” there is less incentive to acquire patents on the secondary market. There is less reason to file a patent application today than there was in 2010, before the Court decided these cases.

\textit{b. The Supreme Court Made It Harder to Obtain a Patent and Easier to Invalidate One}

The requirement that an invention be new essentially means the invention claimed in a patent application must be different—in some way—from those inventions that had been previously disclosed to the public.\textsuperscript{53} If there is a difference, the invention is new. But beyond a literal difference, the patent laws require that the difference between the claimed invention and what was known before also would not have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art.\textsuperscript{54} Determining whether an invention would have been obvious is a complex endeavor, since the question is whether it would have been obvious to make the invention without knowing of it.\textsuperscript{55}

The Federal Circuit had long held that patent could be held invalid as obvious only if the prior art explicitly taught, suggested, or otherwise provided a motivation to combine prior art references to make the claimed invention.\textsuperscript{56} Essentially, there had to be written evidence in a patent or article that suggested doing or trying what was different between the claimed invention and the prior art. In \textit{KSR International Co. v. Teleflex Inc.}, the Federal Circuit applied that test to reverse a district court finding of obviousness.\textsuperscript{57}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{51.} U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, supra note 43, at 47.
\textsuperscript{54.} 35 U.S.C. § 103.
\textsuperscript{56.} Id. at 42–43, 64.
\textsuperscript{57.} Id. at 66–67.
\end{flushleft}
The Supreme Court reversed and rejected the test, calling it “rigid and mandatory formulas,” and instead held that there need not have been “published articles and the explicit content of issued patents,” but instead obviousness could be found by using “common sense,” “market demand,” or “design trends.” KSR made it more difficult to obtain a patent and easier to invalidate an existing one by eliminating the need for written proof that someone would have been motivated to do what the inventor did.

Another requirement for patentability, and also a basis for invalidity, is that each claim of a patent must be definite. Specifically, Section 112 of the Patent Act requires that a patent point out and distinctly claim the invention. Failure to meet this requirement is called “indefiniteness.”

The Federal Circuit had held that indefiniteness required clear and convincing evidence that the claim was “not amenable to construction” or was “insolubly ambiguous” as construed. The Supreme Court rejected the Federal Circuit’s test as too narrow, thus making it harder to obtain patents and rendering issued patents more likely to have indefinite claims. Specifically, the Supreme Court required a claim to provide “reasonable certainty” about its scope.

It is not yet clear the degree to which the case will make it easier to establish invalidity, but it makes invalidity for indefiniteness easier to prove and, likewise, patentability more difficult to establish.

59. Id. at 419–20.
64. Id. at 2129.
Whatever the degree of change, patents are harder to obtain and easier to invalidate. To that extent, businesses have less reason to patent.

2. The Supreme Court Made Infringement More Difficult to Establish

A 2010 study concluded that a key reason why businesses avoided seeking patent protection was that it was difficult to prove infringement, owing to both the narrow nature of patent claims and the ability of competitors to design around them. In a series of cases, the Supreme Court has made it even easier for competitors to avoid infringement. This took three forms.

First, the Court restricted the scope of a patentee to establish that a competitor’s product, although not literally infringing a patent, nonetheless infringed because it was an “equivalent.” The Court made it harder for a patentee to show that a competitor “induced” a customer to infringe a patent. And, in addition, the Court made it easier for competitors to avoid infringement by combining components of a patented combination only after they were shipped abroad.

A rudimentary understanding of patent claims and prosecution is necessary to understand the first limitation. The USPTO does not determine that a patent application, as a whole, should be issued as a patent but instead examines each claim in a patent application to determine whether it meets the requirements of the Patent Act. Among other things, the USPTO should not allow a claim to issue in a patent if it determines that the invention as described in the claim is not new or would have been obvious compared to the prior art. Generally speaking, this requires the USPTO to interpret the claim and then to determine whether, as interpreted, what it claims is different from what was publicly known at the time the application was filed and, if so, whether those differences would have been obvious at the time of the invention.

If the USPTO allows a patent claim without ever having rejected it, that claim can be infringed if the patentee proves a single defendant made a product literally covered by the claim or infringed

---

67. See infra notes 71–77 and accompanying text.
68. See infra notes 78–81 and accompanying text.
69. See infra notes 94–106 and accompanying text.
70. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.104(c) (2017).
71. As discussed below, in some instances, if one person infringes a patent, another person can be liable as an infringer if she contributed to or induced that infringement. See infra notes 77–78 and accompanying text.
the patent under the “doctrine of equivalents.” By way of simple example, if a patent claim covered “a pizza comprising dough, covered by sauce, covered by cow’s milk cheese,” an accused infringer’s cheese pizza would literally infringe that claim. If the accused infringer used a mixture of goat’s cheese and cow’s cheese, the patentee could argue that the mixture was “equivalent” to the claimed “cow’s milk cheese.”

If the USPTO determines a claimed invention is the same as what was already known in the prior art, it rejects the claim. Likewise, if it determines that, although different from the prior art, the claim covers something that would have been obvious over the prior art, the USPTO typically rejects it. A patent applicant can choose to “traverse” a rejection—by arguing that the claim is narrower than the USPTO believes or that the prior art impermissibly fails to disclose what the applicant claims—or the applicant can amend the claim, narrowing it to no longer cover what was known or obvious in the prior art.

Amendments cost money and delay prosecution, and they have always created the potential for any resulting narrowed claim to not have as wide a range of equivalents as an unamended claim. In a perfect world, therefore, lawyers for patent applicants would include claims that are exactly as broad as the prior art allows.

The reality is that patent examiners routinely reject claims for lack of novelty or for being obvious. This is not because patent lawyers routinely do bad jobs. Instead, it is because of one of the two reasons noted above—the USPTO reads the claim more broadly than did the lawyer or it reads the prior art more broadly—or a third reason: the USPTO has found prior art that the lawyer did not know of. As a result, it is common for claims to be amended. Consequently, the harder it is for a business to prove infringement of an amended claim, the less reason businesses have to patent.

The Supreme Court made it more difficult to prove infringement of an amended claim when it overruled Federal Circuit precedent applying what is called “prosecution history estoppel”—also known as “file wrapper estoppel”—in Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoko

---

73. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.104(c).
74. See id.
75. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.132.
76. See LAW PRACTICE MGMT. COMM., supra note 12, at 30 (identifying the costs of preparing amendments and responses to office actions rejecting a claim).
77. See infra notes 78–81 and accompanying text.
In that case, the Supreme Court imposed a burden on the patentee who had amended a claim to show that the amendment did not surrender the particular equivalent in question. Put in terms of pizza, suppose that as originally filed, the claim had stated, “a pizza comprising dough, covered by sauce, covered by cheese,” but had been rejected as “old” by the examiner. In response, the applicant had amended it to avoid the prior art to state “a pizza comprising dough, covered by sauce, covered by cow’s milk cheese,” and, as amended, the claim issued. If the patentee then sued a pizza maker who used a mixture of goat and cow cheese, the patentee would have to show that it had not surrendered claiming it. Under Festo, the patentee can rebut the presumption, but only by showing that the equivalent had not been foreseeable at the time of the amendment, that the rationale for the amendment was no more than tangentially related to the alleged equivalent, or that there had been “some other reason” that the patentee could not reasonably have been expected to have described the equivalent.

Given that patent claims are routinely narrowed during prosecution, Festo limited the scope of many patent claims. Specifically, empirical studies show that it was far less likely for infringement to be found by equivalents after Festo. Accordingly, it curtained the coercive rights of patent owners. Businesses avoid patenting because of the perception that infringement is difficult to prove, and the Supreme Court made proving infringement even harder.

The Supreme Court also made infringement more difficult to establish by narrowing the scope of what constitutes “induced” infringement. In addition to making a party who infringes a patent liable to the patentee, the Patent Act imposes liability on a party who, while not itself infringing, induces another person to do so. Thus, for example, a patentee can recover from a defendant who did not itself perform every step of a patented method, but who induced another to perform the patented method.

80. Id. at 740–41.
In two of three decisions, the Court narrowed the scope of inducement. In the first case, *Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A.*, the Court rejected the Federal Circuit’s view that inducement could occur either if the defendant knew that a patent would be infringed or if it merely knew of a risk that infringement would occur. The Court held that inducement requires proof that the defendant knew of the patent and knew the induced acts would infringe. In the second case, *Limelight Networks, Inc. v. Akamai Technologies, Inc.*, the Court narrowed induced infringement in another way. The Federal Circuit held that a defendant could induce infringement of a method claim if it “carries out some steps constituting a method patent and encourages others to carry out the remaining steps.” The Supreme Court reversed and held that unless one person carried out all of the steps, there was no infringement and, without infringement, there could be no inducement of any infringement. The Court reached this holding while recognizing that its ruling would permit a competitor to evade liability by dividing performance of a patented method with a party it does not control. However, in *Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Systems, Inc.*, the Court slightly expanded liability for inducement by narrowing available defenses. The Federal Circuit held that a party could avoid liability for induced infringement if it had a good faith belief that either the acts it was inducing did not infringe or that the patent was invalid. The Court held that a good faith belief in invalidity was not a defense.

Not only did the Court narrow the scope of infringement by equivalents and make it more difficult to prove induced infringement, the Court made it more difficult to prove infringement in cases involving acts occurring overseas. Generally, patent infringement must occur in the United States, but the Patent Act contains exceptions that create liability for extraterritorial acts. The Court narrowed the scope of extraterritorial infringement in two cases.

---

85. *Id.* at 763–64, 766.
87. *Id.* at 2116; see also Lynda J. Oswald, The “Strict Liability” of Direct Patent Infringement, 19 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 993, 996 (2017).
89. *Id.* at 2119.
91. *See id.*
92. *Id.* at 1925.
93. *Id.* at 1929, 1931.
In the first, Microsoft Corp. v. AT&T Corp., the Court analyzed Section 271(f) of the Patent Act, which provides that infringement occurs when one “suppl[ies] . . . from the United States,” a patented invention’s “components” for “combination” abroad. The Federal Circuit held that Microsoft was liable for infringement of an AT&T patent because AT&T had provided a copy of Microsoft’s patented software to foreign manufacturers, and those manufacturers installed the infringing software on computers sold abroad. The Court reversed, holding that because Microsoft did not supply the actual copy of the software installed, merely a master disk from which the manufacturers made the copies, Microsoft did not supply a “component.”

The Court also narrowed the scope of what acts occurring abroad could constitute infringement in Life Technologies Corp. v. Promega Corp. In that case, the Court analyzed the provision of the Patent Act that makes it an act of infringement for someone to supply from the United States “all or a substantial portion” of the components of an invention patented in the United States while knowing that the components are to be assembled abroad in a manner that, if done in the United States, would infringe that patent. In Life Technologies, the patentee alleged that a defendant that had supplied one component of a product infringed a patent claim covering a multicomponent product. The jury found infringement, and the Federal Circuit reversed the district court’s grant of judgment as a matter of law to the defendant, reinstating the verdict. In doing so, the Federal Circuit held that one component could be “a substantial portion” of a multicomponent patented invention if that component was sufficiently important to the invention, meaning if it was qualitatively substantial. The Supreme Court reversed, instead holding that “substantial portion” required a quantitative assessment. The Court further held that the supplier of one

---

96. 35 U.S.C. § 271(f)(1); see Microsoft, 550 U.S. at 442.
97. Id. at 446–47, 452.
98. Id. at 442, 458–59.
100. Id.
101. Id. at 738.
102. Id. at 739.
103. See id.
104. Id. at 743. Chief Justice Roberts did not participate in considering or deciding the case; Justices Alito and Thomas concurred in part and in the judgment. Id.
component as a matter of law could never be liable for infringement under this provision of the Patent Act.\textsuperscript{105}

Thus, the Court made it more difficult to establish infringement and narrowed the scope of what can infringe. The net effect reduced the scope of patent infringement, which in turn reinforced a key reason why businesses avoided patenting.\textsuperscript{106} Although the next topic, exhaustion, relates to infringement, it is somewhat distinct; however, the Court’s decisions on that topic likewise made it more difficult to show infringement.

3. The Supreme Court Expanded the Doctrine of “Exhaustion” of Patent Rights

While, as explained above, a patentee has the right to obtain damages from someone who infringes a valid patent, the authorized sale by a patentee of a product “exhausts” the patentee’s rights in the product.\textsuperscript{107} To return to pizza, if the owner of a patent on pizza sells the pizza to a consumer and that consumer sells it to a third party, the patentee cannot sue that third party. The patentee is deemed to have “exhausted” its patent rights by selling the patented product: the power of coercion ends when the rights are “exhausted” by first sale of the patented product.\textsuperscript{108}

In two cases, the Court made it easier for patent rights to become exhausted, narrowing the scope of patent protection. In the first case, \textit{Quanta Computer Corp. v. LG Electric, Ltd.}, the Federal Circuit held that the exhaustion doctrine did not apply to method claims at all.\textsuperscript{109} The Court reversed, holding that the sale of a product that embodies the method exhausts the patents.\textsuperscript{110}

The second case, \textit{Impression Productions, Inc. v. Lexmark International, Inc.},\textsuperscript{111} addressed whether manufacturers could avoid

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{105} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{106} The Court decided other cases that limit the scope of patent infringement. The foremost example is \textit{Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. v. Sandoz, Inc.}, in which the Court reversed the Federal Circuit’s approach to reviewing interpretation of a claim de novo and instead held that the Federal Circuit should review lower courts’ reliance on extrinsic evidence for clear error. 135 S. Ct. 831, 836–37 (2015). While this is a facially neutral decision—it does not narrow the scope of a patent claim—it does take power away from the Federal Circuit. See \textit{id}. In another case, \textit{Merck KGaA v. Integra Lifesciences I, Ltd.}, the Court rejected the Federal Circuit’s view of the “safe harbor” provision in 35 U.S.C. § 271(e)(1), which exempts certain drug testing from patent infringement claims. See 45 U.S. 193, 206–07 (2005).
  \item \textsuperscript{107} \textit{Impression Prods., Inc. v. Lexmark Int’l, Inc.}, 137 S. Ct. 1523, 1535 (2017).
  \item \textsuperscript{108} See \textit{id}.
  \item \textsuperscript{109} \textit{Quanta Comput. Corp. v. LG Elec., Ltd.}, 553 U.S. 617, 621 (2008).
  \item \textsuperscript{110} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{111} \textit{Impression Prods.}, 137 S. Ct. at 1529.
\end{itemize}
exhaustion by inserting restrictive contractual provisions on the original purchaser’s rights, such as prohibiting any resale of the manufacturer’s product—for example, “resale of this pizza is expressly prohibited.” In that case, a manufacturer of printer cartridges for laser printers, Lexmark, 112 contractually prohibited purchasers from reusing its cartridges and prohibited their resale. 113 However, other companies called “remanufacturers” bought the used cartridges from consumers and then refurbished and resold them. 114 Lexmark sold some of the cartridges in the United States with the restriction on resale, but others were sold to foreign consumers without the restriction and then purchased by the remanufacturers who imported them into the United States. 115 Lexmark sued the remanufacturers for patent infringement, arguing that domestic consumers were bound not to resell the cartridges and that an unrestricted sale abroad did not exhaust domestic patent rights. 116

The Federal Circuit in an en banc decision held the remanufacturers’ activities both in and outside the United States infringed Lexmark’s patent. 117 As to domestic sales, the court reasoned that because the remanufacturers knew of the restrictions—which were lawful—their sales were “without authority” of Lexmark and so constituted infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), which provides that “whoever without authority makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented invention, within the United States or imports into the United States any patented invention during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the patent.” 118 With respect to products Lexmark sold abroad but then imported into the United States, the court reasoned that only an authorized sale in the United States exhausted US patent rights. 119 Thus, the Federal Circuit allowed the patentee to keep its coercive rights intact.

The Supreme Court reversed both holdings. With respect to domestic sales, it held that the sale “terminates all patent rights to that item” and functions “automatically.” 120 The Court stated that, while Lexmark might have contractual remedies against domestic consumers who sold their cartridges to the remanufacturers, it had no

112. Id. at 1529–30.
113. Id.
114. Id.
115. Id. at 1530.
116. Id.
118. Id. at 773–74; see also 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) (2012).
119. Lexmark Int’l, 816 F.3d at 742.
120. Impression Prods., 137 S. Ct. at 1531, 1535.
The Court reached the same “straightforward” result with respect to the cartridges sold by Lexmark abroad, holding that “[a]n authorized sale outside the United States, just as one within the United States, exhausts all rights under the Patent Act.”

Collectively, these cases narrowed the right to exclude by narrowing what constitutes infringement. The sale of a product “embodied” a method claim no longer infringes. Nor can a patentee assert infringement based upon violation of sale or use restrictions by an original purchaser.

4. The Supreme Court Made Asserting Patents Riskier and More Difficult

The Court has reversed the Federal Circuit in key cases relating to both substantive and procedural patent law, each of which made patent litigation more difficult or riskier for the patent owner. It did this in various ways.

First, the Supreme Court increased the number of potential challengers to a patent by allowing even those who took a license under a patent to challenge its validity while continuing to honor the license. In MedImmune, Inc. v. Genentech, Inc., the Federal Circuit held that federal courts lacked subject matter jurisdiction to issue a declaratory judgment that a patent was invalid if the declaration was sought by a licensee who was continuing to pay a royalty for a licensed patent. The only way a licensee could sue for a declaration of invalidity was to breach the license by stopping payment, and only then if it were subject to an actual threat of infringement litigation.

---

121. Id. at 1535.
122. Id.
123. The impact of the Supreme Court’s narrowing of what constitutes infringement will vary by industry. Some industries—pharmaceuticals, for example—may be able to rely upon import restrictions to prevent importation into the United States of products sold abroad. See, e.g., Importation of Drugs Outline, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. (Sept. 7, 2012), https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/ImportsandExportsCompliance/ucm297872.htm [https://perma.cc/6J6L-VMMP].
124. The Supreme Court also made patent litigation riskier when it decided Cuozzo Speed Technologies, LLC v. Lee, which held that the USPTO had the power to enact regulations which make it easier to challenge issued patents. 136 S. Ct. 2131, 2142 (2016). The substantive rules at issue in that decision are discussed below. See infra notes 185–92 and accompanying text.
126. See id. at 962–63.
The Supreme Court reversed.\footnote{\textit{MedImmune, Inc. v. Genentech, Inc.}, 549 U.S. 118, 137 (2007).} The Court permitted a licensee to sue for a declaratory judgment of invalidity even while continuing to pay under the license.\footnote{\textit{See id.}} This allowed the licensee to avoid the consequences of breaching the license, thus enabling a party to avoid breaching the license while challenging the validity of the licensed patent.\footnote{\textit{See Alan D. Miller \& Michal S. Gal, Licensee Patent Challenges}, 32 \textit{YALE J. REG.} 122, 127 (2015) (discussing other contractual provisions that might prevent licensee challenges).} In a related case, the Court also rejected the Federal Circuit’s holding that a licensee bears the burden to show infringement if it seeks a declaration that its products do not infringe, holding instead that the patentee must establish infringement of the licensed products.\footnote{\textit{Medtronic, Inc. v. Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC}, 134 S. Ct. 843, 846 (2014).}


In \textit{TC Heartland}, the Supreme Court reversed the Federal Circuit’s twenty-five-year-old interpretation, thus markedly reducing the proper venues to file patent infringement suits. This reduced the
ability of patentees to sue in districts that they might perceive as more patentee friendly, such as the Eastern District of Texas. To the extent that a broader range of proper venues allowed patentees to obtain greater recoveries, and in the marginal case where suit could not be economically brought in the fewer remaining proper venues, the decision in *TC Heartland* reduced the value of patents to obtain coercive relief. To the extent that a broader range of proper venues allowed patentees to obtain greater recoveries, and in the marginal case where suit could not be economically brought in the fewer remaining proper venues, the decision in *TC Heartland* reduced the value of patents to obtain coercive relief.

Further, while it was easy for patentees to have proper venue in many district courts prior to *TC Heartland*, not only are fewer venues proper, but identifying which venue is proper can be expensive and, in some instances, uncertain—meaning that defendants can choose to increase enforcement costs by contesting venue.

To understand the impact of the next few cases requires a brief overview of patent litigation costs. Patent litigation is very expensive—median costs have generally ranged from around $600,000 for cases worth less than $1 million, to about $2 million for cases valued in the $10–$25 million range. If the general rule is that each side must bear its own costs, then the patentee has the leverage of the cost: if the accused infringer does not settle, the worst thing that could happen to the patentee is that it will bear its own costs. The costs to non-practicing entities are lower than for operating businesses for two reasons. First, they likely have fewer documents, witnesses, and other evidentiary burdens to bear, and second, their attorneys often work on a contingent fee basis. Some argue that these asymmetrical costs allowed patentees to extract unfair settlements in weak cases. But if a losing patentee can be forced to bear the other side’s costs, then that leverage is reduced; therefore, increasing the likelihood that a

---


137. Law Practice Mgmt. Comm., *supra* note 12, at 41. But see *infra* note 184 and accompanying text.

The Court recently did exactly that. Section 285 of the Patent Act has long permitted a district court to award fees to a prevailing party—either a prevailing patentee or infringer—in “exceptional cases.” In 2005, the Federal Circuit held that a court could award the prevailing party attorneys’ fees only if it showed clear and convincing evidence that the loser’s case was both objectively baseless and had been subjectively litigated in bad faith. Ten years later, the Court in Octane Fitness, LLC v. Icon Health & Fitness, Inc. rejected that interpretation, stating that the Federal Circuit’s interpretation of Section 285 was so demanding that it rendered the statute “largely superfluous.”

Instead, the Court interpreted Section 285 to more readily permit fee shifting by holding that a prevailing party could obtain fees if the district judge found by preponderant evidence that the case had been merely “‘uncommon,’ ‘rare,’ or ‘not ordinary,’” or if it was “simply one that stands out from others with respect to the substantive strength of a party’s litigating position (considering both the governing law and the facts of the case) or the unreasonable manner in which the case was litigated.” A study published two years after Octane found that the number of requests for attorneys’ fees had increased around 50 percent, and actual awards had increased around 100 percent.

On its face, the impact of Octane Fitness on the coercive power of patents is neutral, since its same relaxed standard applies whether the patent owner or accused infringer prevailed. However, there are two points to note. First, Octane Fitness was decided when the Court was concerned about “patent trolls” and their ability to leverage the coercive power of patents with the costs of litigation to extract unfair settlements. Second, and consistent with the view that the decision

142. Id. at 1756.
was directed toward reducing the power of patentees, “Octane drastically increased the rate that accused infringers’ motions are being granted, while slightly decreasing the rate that patentees’ fees motions are being granted.”

Thus, “accused infringer defendants should rationally be emboldened to litigate a suit, while patentee plaintiffs will rationally be more hesitant to file suits.” Finally, subjecting a small entity, including a typical patent enforcement entity, to the potential for paying millions of dollars in fees makes patent litigation less effective.

The consequence of these decisions, separately and as a whole, is to make patent litigation more difficult and riskier. That fact reduces the coercive power of patents, which, in turn, reduces the incentive to file for a patent as well as the value of already-issued patents in any secondary market.

5. The Supreme Court Rejected Generally Granting Successful Patentees Injunctions Against Infringement and Limited Design Patent Damages but Increased Potential Damages in Specific Circumstances

The Supreme Court has issued recent opinions affecting remedies for patent infringement—the heart of the coercive patent power. While two decisions favored patentees, they are narrow in scope and have a much smaller impact than the key decision which substantially altered the fundamental property right inherent in a property—namely, the right to exclude others.

145. Flanz, supra note 143, at 362.
147. Decided in the same term as Octane Fitness, Highmark Inc. v. Allcare Health Management Systems, Inc. vacated the Federal Circuit’s holding that a determination that a case was exceptional should be reviewed de novo, holding instead that an abuse of discretion standard applies. 134 S. Ct. 1744, 1749 (2014). While this is a neutral rule—giving discretion to a district judge does not, on its face, seem antipatent—it does reduce the ability of the Federal Circuit to reverse district courts. Assuming the Court believes the Federal Circuit favors patentees too much, this decision deprives the Federal Circuit of the ability to reverse district judges who may not share that bias.
148. The degree to which these decisions have done so is subject to debate, since they are new, the data thin, and self-selection a problem. See, e.g., Lemley, supra note 15, at 25, 28–29 (arguing that selection effect could not explain why win rate has remained constant).
149. RICHARDSON, supra note 52, at 2 (noting that “litigation risk” was “much higher than previously reported”).
A patent is a form of property, and the sine qua non of property is the right of the owner to exclude others from using it, not to merely obtain damages from someone who uses the property without the owner’s consent. Consistent with that belief, the Federal Circuit held in *MercExchange, LLC v. eBay, Inc.* that “the general rule is that a permanent injunction will issue once infringement and validity have been adjudged,” thus permitting denial only in unusual circumstances, which the court stated might include “when a patentee’s failure to practice the patented invention frustrates an important public need for the invention, such as the need to use an invention to protect public health.” In that case, after a jury found that eBay infringed a valid patent owned by MercExchange, the district court denied entry of a permanent injunction in part because MercExchange did not actually practice the invention but instead was (what is now called) a non-practicing entity. The Federal Circuit reversed the denial of injunctive relief, instead applying its general rule.

The Supreme Court unanimously vacated the decision of the Federal Circuit. In doing so, the Court rejected the Federal Circuit’s “general rule” that an injunction should follow a finding of infringement of a valid patent and instead required that district courts apply the traditional four-factor test applied in equity.

---

150. Connell v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 722 F.2d 1542, 1548 (Fed. Cir. 1983) ("[A] patent is a form of property right, and the right to exclude recognized in a patent is but the essence of the concept of property.").

151. A property right permits an owner to refuse to permit others to use the property, while a liability rule allows the others to use the property, subject to paying damages. See, e.g., Ryan T. Holte & Christopher B. Seaman, *Patent Injunctions on Appeal: An Empirical Study of the Federal Circuit’s Application of eBay*, 9 WASH. L. REV. 145, 160 (2017) (“Under a property rule, an entitlement can only be taken or transferred with the owner’s consent, which the owner is free to withhold . . . [but a] liability rule denies the holder of the [property or right] the power to exclude others.”) (quoting Richard A. Epstein, *A Clear View of the Cathedral: The Dominance of Property Rules*, 106 YALE L.J. 2091, 2091 (1997)); Mark A. Lemley & Eugene Volokh, *Freedom of Speech and Injunctions in Intellectual Property Cases*, 48 DUKE L.J. 147, 211 (1998) (“Our approach is therefore consistent with the traditional view that intellectual property should be protected by means of a property rule (a presumptive entitlement to injunctive relief) rather than a liability rule.”).


156. See *id.* at 394–95.
rejecting the Federal Circuit’s general rule, the Court plainly made it more difficult for a patentee to obtain injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{157} Patentees cannot rely on the general rule to be that they have the right to exclude; they instead have the right to seek damages from those who use their property and, perhaps, may obtain injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{158}

The impact of eBay has been uneven. Studies have confirmed that district courts are less likely to grant non-practicing entities injunctive relief after eBay, and some commentators view district courts as having “effectively interpreted the decision to create de facto rules denying injunctive relief to certain categories of patentees like non-competitors and non-practicing entities.”\textsuperscript{159} Data show that non-practicing entities obtain injunctions against continued infringement between 7 percent and 16 percent of the time.\textsuperscript{160} Although limited data suggest that the Federal Circuit is likely to reverse denials, the fact that a non-practicing entity has about a 10 percent chance of obtaining a permanent injunction from a district court impacts the secondary market. To that extent, the value of a patent is reduced and, further, it reduces the incentive to file for a patent in the first instance. Thus, the Court’s eBay decision reduced the coercive power of patents, and so the incentive to patent.

The Court also adopted a less generous approach than had the Federal Circuit to determine the measure of damages for design patents. In Samsung Electronics Co. v. Apple Inc., Apple sued Samsung for infringement of a design patent depicting the front face of an iPhone.\textsuperscript{161} By statute, the owner of a design patent is entitled to recover the “total profit” made by the maker of an infringing “article of manufacture.”\textsuperscript{162} A jury awarded Apple $399 million—representing Samsung’s entire profit from sales of infringing phones.\textsuperscript{163} The

\textsuperscript{157} Niels J. Melius, Note, Trolling for Standards: How Courts and the Administrative State Can Help Deter Patent Holdup and Promote Innovation, 15 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 161, 161 (2012) (arguing that the Supreme Court’s eBay decision “muddied the precedential waters” when advancing the four-factor test, which caused a district court split on injunctive relief eligibility).

\textsuperscript{158} When an injunction is denied, courts award damages for infringement occurring after the date of judgment. See, e.g., Amado v. Microsoft Corp., 517 F.3d 1353, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (affirming award by district court using different measure of damages for post-judgment infringement than pre-judgment infringement).

\textsuperscript{159} Holte & Seaman, supra note 151, at 190. That trend is odd, given that the Court in eBay rejected the approach of the district court, which held that a non-practicing entity could never obtain injunctive relief. See eBay, 547 U.S. at 393. One study suggests that the Federal Circuit may be trying to fight that trend. See Holte & Seaman, supra note 151, at 190.

\textsuperscript{160} Holte & Seaman, supra note 151, at 200 n.274.


\textsuperscript{163} Samsung, 137 S. Ct. at 433.
Federal Circuit affirmed, reasoning that the “article of manufacture” was the entire phone because consumers could not buy components separately.\(^{164}\)

The Supreme Court unanimously reversed.\(^{165}\) It held that the fact that the components could not be purchased by consumers separately did not control whether the infringing phone was the “article of manufacture.”\(^{166}\) However, the Court refused to “resolve whether . . . the relevant article of manufacture is the smartphone, or a particular smartphone component.”\(^{167}\) Instead, the Court remanded, and in July 2017, the district court ordered the parties to provide briefs concerning who had the burden to identify the “article of manufacture” as well as the proper test for that identification.\(^{168}\) By rejecting the Federal Circuit’s approach that design patent damages should be based upon the product purchased by the consumer, the Supreme Court reduced potential damages for infringement of design patents, and so the incentive to patent.\(^{169}\)

However, in two cases the Court increased available remedies over the Federal Circuit’s approach. In the first case, *Halo Electronics, Inc. v. Pulse Electronics, Inc.*,\(^{170}\) the Supreme Court rejected the restrictive approach of the Federal Circuit toward allowing “enhanced” damages to patentees who proved infringement.\(^{171}\) Under Section 284 of the Patent Act, a district court “may increase” actual damages up to three times.\(^{172}\) The Federal Circuit had held that damages could be increased only if the district court found by clear and convincing evidence that the accused infringer “acted despite an objectively high likelihood that its actions constituted infringement of a valid patent,” without regard to the accused infringer’s state of mind.\(^{173}\) Thus, an accused infringer could

\(^{164}\) *Id.* at 435–36.

\(^{165}\) *Id.* at 436.

\(^{166}\) *Id.* at 435.

\(^{167}\) *Id.* at 436.


\(^{169}\) In another decision, arising out of an appeal from the Ninth Circuit, the Court reaffirmed its holding that a patent license could not impose royalties for sales made after the expiration of a patent. *Kimble v. Marvel Entm’t, LLC, 135 S. Ct. 2401, 2405 (2015).*


\(^{171}\) *Id.* at 1935–36.


\(^{173}\) *Halo Elecs.*, 136 S. Ct. at 1928; see *In re Seagate Tech.*, LLC, 497 F.3d 1360, 1368, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (en banc).
avoid paying more than actual damages by showing it was not objectively reckless.\textsuperscript{174}

The Supreme Court reversed, holding that the Federal Circuit had interpreted the statute too rigidly and had insulated an infringer from enhanced damages even if it infringed without relying on that defense, and did not know of that defense, but had an ingenious attorney who came up with a colorable defense.\textsuperscript{175} Rejecting both the clear and convincing standard and the two-part test, the Court nonetheless cautioned district courts to reserve awards of enhanced damages “for egregious cases typified by willful misconduct.”\textsuperscript{176} Halo clearly made it easier to recover enhanced damages upon proof of willful infringement of a valid patent and so, to that extent, expanded remedies.\textsuperscript{177}

In the second case, the Court eliminated an equitable defense that otherwise barred recovery of certain damages. Under 35 U.S.C. § 286, a patentee may recover damages for infringement occurring within six years of filing the claim.\textsuperscript{178} However, the Federal Circuit had held en banc in 1992, in \textit{A.C. Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides Construction Co.},\textsuperscript{179} that equity could prevent recovery even for damages within that six-year period if the defendant established that the patentee’s undue delay had caused it prejudice. The Supreme Court rejected that approach in 2017 in \textit{SCA Hygiene Products Aktiebolag v. First Quality Baby Products, LLC},\textsuperscript{180} holding that there was no exception to the Patent Act available in equity. To that extent, the decision increased damages over the Federal Circuit’s approach.

Thus, although the Court expanded relief in two narrower ways—allowing for easier recovery of enhanced damages for willful infringement and eliminating laches as a bar to damages—the Court narrowed damages in other ways, and \textit{eBay} fundamentally narrowed the coercive power of patents. As a result of \textit{eBay}, patentees are less likely to obtain coercive injunctive relief against infringement.

\textsuperscript{174} See \textit{In re Seagate Tech.}, 497 F.3d at 1371.

\textsuperscript{175} \textit{Halo Elecs.}, 136 S. Ct. at 1933.

\textsuperscript{176} Id. at 1934–35.

\textsuperscript{177} See Eileen Hintz Rumfelt, The Halo Effect: Enhanced Damages After Halo and Stryker, DRI For Def., Aug. 2017, at 75 (suggesting that the same increases in the number of requests for fee awards, and increases in the number of awards, after \textit{Octane Fitness} will occur in willful infringement after Halo).


\textsuperscript{180} SCA Hygiene Prods. Aktiebolag v. First Quality Baby Prods., LLC, 137 S. Ct. 954, 965, 967 (2017).
B. Congress Made It Easier and Cheaper to Challenge Patents in USPTO Proceedings Rather than Litigation and Created a Federal Alternative to Patent Protection, Thus Reducing the Coercive Power of Patents

In the midst of the Supreme Court’s decisions reducing patent protection, Congress weakened patents in two ways. One took the form of new post-grant administrative proceedings in the USPTO. Those proceedings made it easier and cheaper to challenge the validity of issued patents and provided a means to stay infringement litigation. The second took the form of increasing the strength of the primary alternative to patent protection—trade secret protection. Combined, the two substantially weakened patents and curtailed the ability of patentees to obtain coercive relief.

1. Post-Grant Proceedings Stripped Patents of the Presumption of Validity, Made Claims Broader and So Easier to Challenge, and Permitted Challengers to Avoid Litigation

Congress’ creation of post-grant administrative proceedings has had, so far at least, the greatest measurable reduction in the strength of the coercive right. In 2012, Congress created three new post-grant proceedings that allow essentially anyone to request the USPTO to reassess the patentability of an issued patent.181 Under this regime, anyone other than the patent owner may seek inter partes review (IPR) or post-grant review (PGR) of an issued patent or may seek review of a “covered business method” (CBM).182

The most significant impact on the strength of patents has, so far, come from IPR: indeed, 92 percent of the 7,306 post-grant proceedings that have been sought have been in the form of IPR.183 Post-grant proceedings are substantially less expensive than


182. See 35 U.S.C. § 311(a) (2012) (inter partes review); id. § 321(a) (post-grant review); Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, § 18(a)(1)(B), 125 Stat. 284, 329 (2011) (covered business methods); see also Lydigsen, supra note 181, at 14. This expansion of who can sue to challenge a patent is important: A party ordinarily cannot seek a declaration that a patent is invalid unless it faces a reasonable apprehension of being sued for patent infringement. See, e.g., Gen-Probe Inc. v. Vysis, Inc., 359 F.3d 1376, 1380, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (citing BP Chems. Ltd. v. Union Carbide Corp., 4 F.3d 975, 978 (Fed. Cir. 1993)). But there is no such requirement for instituting any post-grant proceeding. See Lydigsen, supra note 181, at 14–16.

defending a patent suit.\textsuperscript{184} In addition, three features common to each proceeding, separately and together, make it demonstrably more likely that patents can be successfully challenged under these new post-grant proceedings than is the case in litigation. These three features are the lower evidentiary standard, the different claim construction rules, and the ability of a court to stay litigation pending the outcome of the post-grant proceeding.

First, the presumption of validity that applies in patent litigation, which requires clear and convincing proof of invalidity, does not apply in a post-grant proceeding. Instead, the USPTO can find a claim unpatentable merely based upon preponderant evidence.\textsuperscript{185}

Second, in each post-grant proceeding, the USPTO gives each claim its broadest reasonable interpretation,\textsuperscript{186} which as a general matter gives the claim a broader scope than it would receive in litigation.\textsuperscript{187} As a result, a claim in litigation usually will be interpreted more narrowly and thus interpreted to not cover something in the prior art. Indeed, the Federal Circuit has held that, in litigation, patent claims should be construed to avoid invalidity.\textsuperscript{188}

In a post-grant proceeding, however, claims are read more broadly, therefore increasing the likelihood of a claim being invalid because it either covered something already in the prior art or is closer to something in that prior art. Accordingly, the claimed invention is neither “new” nor non-obvious. As one writer put it, “if the diameter of a bullseye is expanded, there is an increase in the number of darts thrown at the dartboard that will hit the bullseye.”\textsuperscript{189} Thus, in patent litigation, a claim will be interpreted more narrowly than in a


\textsuperscript{186} See SightSound Techs., LLC v. Apple Inc., 809 F.3d 1307, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (noting that the broadest reasonable interpretation standard is applied in CBM and other post-grant proceedings); 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) (2017) (stating that in IPR, a claim must be “given its broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification”). The Supreme Court held in Cuozzo that Congress authorized the USPTO to enact the provision requiring claims in post-grant proceedings to be given their broadest reasonable construction. Cuozzo, 136 S. Ct. at 2133.

\textsuperscript{187} See Ho, supra note 184, at 1534.

\textsuperscript{188} See Rhine v. Casio, Inc., 183 F.3d 1342, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (discussing the origins of the principle that a claim should be construed to sustain its validity).

post-grant proceeding, and in litigation, courts state that claims should be interpreted to avoid invalidity.

Together, those two procedural differences weaken patents radically: It is easier to invalidate a claim construed broadly with preponderant evidence than it is to invalidate a claim construed narrowly with clear and convincing evidence. To return to the dart board metaphor, not only is the bullseye bigger, but fewer darts need to hit it to win.

The third procedural aspect of IPR that weakens patents is the fact that courts are authorized to stay patent litigation if the USPTO institutes an IPR, and the proof necessary to institute an IPR is even lower than what is needed to persuade the USPTO that a claim is unpatentable. The USPTO will institute an IPR if there is merely a reasonable likelihood that one claim is unpatentable under the broadest reasonable interpretation and preponderant evidence standard.190 If that low hurdle is met, and the USPTO institutes an IPR, courts are authorized to stay pending patent litigation until the outcome of the IPR.191 This means that if a patentee sues a defendant for infringing a patent, and that defendant is able to persuade the USPTO that it is reasonably likely there is preponderant evidence that a broadly interpreted claim is unpatentable, the litigation will likely be stayed pending the results from the USPTO.192

Thus, collectively, the procedures Congress created allow an accused infringer to avoid the presumption of validity and its requirement for clear and convincing evidence, avoid the rule that claims should be construed to sustain validity, avoid a narrow construction of a claim, and even avoid defending itself in court and the costs that entails. This is a substantial weakening of patent rights.

Other procedures have further weakened patents. First, Congress authorized the USPTO to continue an instituted IPR

---

190. See In re Magnum Oil Tools Int’l., Ltd., 829 F.3d 1364, 1374–76 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (reasoning that, unlike routine prosecution, the burden never shifts to the patentee to establish non-obviousness because the burden is on the challenger in post-grant proceedings to establish the unpatentability of a claim); Revision of Standard for Granting an Inter Partes Reexamination Request, 76 Fed. Reg. 59055, 59056 (Sept. 23, 2011) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 1).

191. See Lydigsen, supra note 181, at 15. Congress authorized district courts to stay a patent suit if a covered business method proceeding were instituted, and courts have held that the same discretion exists for the other new post-grant proceedings. See id.

proceeding even if the challenger settled with the patentee.\textsuperscript{193} Further, Congress authorized the USPTO to intervene “in a later judicial proceeding to defend its decision—even if the private challenger[] drop[s] out.”\textsuperscript{194} Finally, the USPTO has made it very difficult for a patentee to propose “substitute” claims to those originally issued.\textsuperscript{195} So, for example, if a patentee believes that a claim in IPR is unpatentable, but a narrower claim would be patentable, it has been very difficult for the patentee to substitute the narrower claim and salvage some protection.

Perhaps a more subtle way that Congress weakened patents comes from the deference that the Federal Circuit appears to be giving to determinations by the USPTO compared to a jury or district judge. Once a claim is construed, the analysis of whether the claimed invention is new or would have been obvious is the same in a post-grant proceeding or in litigation. Yet, a recent study shows that the Federal Circuit in effect defers to the USPTO to a much greater extent than it defers to judges or juries.\textsuperscript{196} Specifically, out of 133 decisions studied, the Federal Circuit reversed or remanded only twenty-five.\textsuperscript{197}

Viewed against patent litigation, post-grant proceedings significantly diminish patent rights. The “leverage” that might exist by a pending, expensive patent suit crumbles to the advantage of the defendant, who can likely derail litigation in favor of a comparatively cheap post-grant proceeding in which procedure makes it much more likely that the effort to obtain coercive relief will end with the patent being found to have been wrongly issued in the first place.\textsuperscript{198}

\begin{footnotesize}
194. Id., at 2144 (emphasis in original).
197. Id. at 72.
198. See id. at 73. Again, the fact that Congress made it easier to challenge patents and to find them unpatentable does not mean this was a bad policy decision. See id.
\end{footnotesize}
2. Congress Enhanced Trade Secret Protection as an Alternative to Patenting

As explained above,\(^\text{199}\) one cost of patenting that businesses consider is the fact that a patent applicant must disclose all information necessary to make or use the claimed invention. A primary alternative to patenting is trade secret protection, which obviously requires keeping information secret and not publishing it. If trade secrets are a more viable option, less patenting will occur.

Congress enhanced protection of trade secrets by adopting a federal statute to protect trade secrets, the Federal Defend Trade Secrets Act.\(^\text{200}\) Trade secret protection is not always an alternative to patenting,\(^\text{201}\) but to the extent that inventions can be protected under that regime, there is less incentive to patent.

C. States Made Patent Enforcement Riskier

The riskier it is to assert a patent, the less incentive there is to apply for or acquire one to obtain coercive relief. States have enacted statutes that make it riskier to assert patent infringement. These have come in the form of “anti-troll” statutes. Each statute has its own particular requirements, but their general goal is to allow a person accused in bad faith of infringing a patent to obtain some form of redress against the patent owner. Vermont first adopted this form of statute in 2013,\(^\text{202}\) after which thirty-one more states enacted statutes designed to limit the enforcement of patents.\(^\text{203}\)

Although the statutes are designed to punish only bad faith enforcement efforts, given the fact that it has become more difficult to determine infringement and easier to establish invalidity, the disincentive created by these statutes is not so easily cabined. Whatever their impact, these laws increase the risk of asserting a patent to obtain coercive relief and so, to that extent, reduce the incentive to use patent protection.\(^\text{204}\)

\(^{199}\) See supra, notes 7–10 and accompanying text.


\(^{202}\) Id. at 554.

\(^{203}\) Id. at 555.

\(^{204}\) See id. at 558. And, again, making it riskier to assert a patent may represent a good policy choice. See Hughey & Dubis, supra note 196, at 73. That does not mean that they do not make patents riskier to assert. See Ford, supra note 201, at 558.
D. The Judicial Conference of the United States Made Patent Enforcement Harder

For fifty years, a patent complaint could not be dismissed for failing to state a claim upon which relief could be granted if it met the bare-bones requirement of Form 18, which appeared following the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.205 Patentees “routinely filed complaints that simply laid out jurisdiction and venue, identified a patent, claimed a sufficient ownership interest in the patent, and claimed that the defendant infringed the patent.”206

Effective December 2015, however, the Judicial Conference of the United States abolished Form 18 (and almost all other forms), so patent infringement must now be pled in accordance with case law generally applicable to civil litigation.207 Some of the impact on enforcement is obvious: requiring greater detail means requiring greater presuit investigation and therefore more expense, which has resulted in multiple rounds of motions to dismiss, further driving up the costs to patentees.208

But the change also reduces the ability of patentees to assert infringement of some patents and conceivably could eliminate the ability to do so in some circumstances. For example, suppose the owner of a patent covering a method believes a competing business is practicing that method in its factory. A good faith basis to assert infringement has always been required, but without Form 18, the patentee must have additional detail to plead infringement. That increases costs, and in some marginal cases the pleading requirements may preclude a patentee from plausibly pleading infringement.

E. The Supreme Court’s Weakening of Patents Is Amplified in Post-Grant Proceedings

As shown above, the Supreme Court has weakened patents. Compared to today, in the year 2000, more inventions were eligible for


patenting, more inventions were non-obvious, more claims were definite, "equivalents" more likely infringed, infringement included more overseas conduct, patent rights were less easily exhausted, patentees could subject defendants to suits in districts more favorable to them, a losing patentee would almost never pay attorneys' fees, and an injunction was the general rule that benefited a successful patent infringement plaintiff. This no doubt explains why Judge Dyk—who, as a long-serving Federal Circuit judge, had a front row seat to observe the impact of these cases—characterized the Supreme Court's decisions as having "had a major impact on patent law."

The critical and somewhat overlooked point is that the weakening of patents by the Supreme Court's decisions was amplified by expanded post-grant proceedings and the availability for them to proceed in lieu of adjudication. Taken together, a claim will not only be given a broader interpretation and be unpatentable with merely preponderant evidence, a patent issued under the Federal Circuit's "teaching or suggest" approach to obviousness will also be judged by the more stringent standards of the Supreme Court from KSR. Patents issued before the restriction on subject matter eligibility likewise will be judged anew under the narrower standards from the Supreme Court.

There is no doubt that changes in the law have radically curtailed the coercive power of patents. Businesses should be seeking, purchasing, and asserting fewer patents. The next Part of this Article analyzes whether there is evidence that this has happened.

III. THE EVIDENCE THAT WEAKENED PATENT LAW HAS REDUCED THE INCENTIVES TO PATENT

In 2016, Professor Mark Lemley considered many of the forces working against strong patent protection discussed above, examined the available evidence, and concluded that the patent system was

---


210. Timothy B. Dyk, Thoughts on the Relationship Between the Supreme Court and the Federal Circuit, 16 CHI-KENT J. INTELL. PROP. 67, 72 (2016). In contrast, one commentator characterized these Supreme Court cases as not involving "foundational" patent issues and argued that the Court did not make "meaningful changes." Gugliuzza, supra note 30, at 338, 343. The article states that the Court's decisions have "often been trivial in content," whether they involved validity, infringement, or remedies—with "a few exceptions." Id. at 349.
“surprisingly resilient.”211 In rebuttal, Tun-Jen Chiang called Lemley’s conclusion “premature.”212

Indeed, the argument that the patent system is doing fine is supported by the fact that despite the Supreme Court’s efforts and the expansion of post-grant proceedings, the number of patent applications and patent suits both continued their long trend upward.213 But at a time of rapid innovation, an increase is to be expected. Further, it may take time for decision makers to appreciate the impact of these changes and assimilate them into the decision of whether to apply for a patent.

In all events, the pertinent question is not whether the number of patent applications and suits filed are still increasing, but instead whether they would have increased even more had patent rights not been weakened. The following describes the anecdotal evidence, which suggests that but for the weakened patent laws, a higher level of patent activity would be occurring.

First, 2015 marked the first year since 2008—the year of the “Great Recession”—that the number of patents granted by the USPTO declined.214 Likewise, patent litigation declined by 2 percent, compared to a typical compound annual growth rate of more than 6 percent per year in prior years.215 The same businesses that presumably saw the cost-benefit analysis favoring patent protection may be seeing a different bottom line today. Analyzing that trend, a leading consulting firm wondered if the US patent system is at an “inflection point.”216

Second, and related to that point, more patent applications are now filed in China than in the United States.217 Increased Chinese innovation and legal protection for patents partly explain that shift. But, even if viewed as anecdotal, China’s newly found patent application prominence is consistent with the decreased incentive to patents under US law. Something has made patents less desirable in the United States, but not in China.

213. Lemley, supra note 15, at 1–2, 18 fig.6, 19 fig.7.
215. Id.
216. Id.
Third, the secondary market for patents is in decline—and an abrupt one. In a 2016 article, Professor Lemley relied upon a 2015 report to conclude there was no “obvious relationship between patent strength and the robustness of patent markets,” noting that anecdotal evidence showed the market was “expanding” and was at record levels.\(^{218}\) Yet the 2016 update of that same report showed the market had fallen by one-third (to $165 million from $233 million) and that sales rates had declined.\(^{219}\)

As further anecdotal evidence, in early 2017 one of the largest portfolio patent assertion entities—Intellectual Ventures—stopped acquiring patents on the secondary market.\(^{220}\) One article attributed that move directly to changes in the legal landscape, stating that “successive changes to the legal and regulatory climate in the US” had “devalued” patents.\(^{221}\) Thus, a major business that had existed solely to profit from the coercive power of patents determined that the cost-benefit calculation had shifted.

These data points are simply that. They may signal no long-term trend. But only anecdotes are available now, since it is far too soon to quantify with certainty the extent to which these changes impact the cost-benefit analysis of patenting. The benefit of patenting, however, has been reduced.

This brings this Article to the second force that is and will continue to reduce the coercive power of patenting: in a growing number of industries, innovation itself is likely to reduce the ability of a patent owner to obtain coercive relief.


\(^{219}\) Richardson, supra note 52, at 2.


IV. THE IMPACT OF THE SECOND FORCE: THERE WILL BE MORE AND FASTER INNOVATION, BUT THE SPEED AT WHICH INNOVATION OCCURS ALSO WILL REDUCE THE COERCIVE POWER OF PATENTS

Understanding the potential effect of the quickening pace of innovation on the coercive power of patents requires an understanding of commercial products and some basics about patent drafting strategies. Accordingly, before turning to the potential effect of rapid innovation, this Part summarizes some basic principles about both product development and patent drafting.

It takes time to develop a new product (time-to-market), and then once developed, a product has a life cycle (product life cycle). Product life cycles are generally correlated with time-to-market: the longer it takes to get a particular type of product to market, the longer its life cycle. This is because the more time it takes to develop a product, the longer it will take for a “better” product to be developed and take its place. Likewise, there is a correlation with product life cycles and how long it takes for competitors to imitate the new product. However, “[i]mitation is usually faster and less expensive than innovation” because competitors can “avoid most—and sometimes all—of the higher R&D [research and development] costs.”

Taking these things together, products with short life cycles can generally be rapidly imitated, but they are also comparatively quickly gone from the market.

A practitioner drafting a patent application for a new product ordinarily will draft the patent application to support claims that cover not only copycat versions of the patentee’s commercial product, but also foreseeable variations and improvements on it. Accordingly, a patent will likely initially cover, or be able to cover, not only a competitor’s exact copy of the initial commercial product, but also the next generation (or more) of improvements on the initial product. Eventually, of course, the replacement products become so differentiated from the initial invention that the patent no longer covers them.

224. See id. at 731.
225. Id.
226. See id. at 685.
227. See id. at 695.
228. See id.
Data storage provides an illustration.\textsuperscript{229} This technology has rapidly morphed in just twenty years to encompass various forms of storage and different variations within each type, including devices using magnetism (zip drives), light (CDs, then DVDs), and other means (thumb drives and other forms of solid state devices). Holographic storage—whatever that means—is apparently coming next.\textsuperscript{230} A patent filed twenty years ago covering magnetic storage devices may have been likely to cover later improvements on magnetic storage, but is highly unlikely to support a claim covering a device using holographic storage.

This Part turns to the fact that time-to-market is decreasing because of technology. That means, of course, that product life cycles will decrease, as will the time it takes for competitors to market competing or improved products. The ongoing exponential increase in computing power, bandwidth, and storage is decreasing the time-to-market for a greater number of new products. That fact, almost by definition, should mean more patentable inventions. However, the same forces that allow for rapid innovation mean that patents will be useful to protect fewer products: if a patent issues only after the product life cycle ends, there is no reason to obtain a patent. Likewise, the same forces that allow for rapid innovation also make it easier and quicker for competitors to bring to market both copycat infringing products and improved versions of the innovator’s product. An already-existing example of this phenomenon is 3D printing. It makes copying products faster and cheaper, disperses infringement among consumers, and therefore makes infringement harder to detect than a single-source competitor’s sales of infringing products. This Part examines these forces and their potential impact on the coercive benefit of patenting.

\textbf{A. By Reducing Time-to-Market, Technology Is Decreasing Product Life Cycles for a Greater Number of Products}

The amount of time it takes to bring a product to market varies among industries and even within a single one.\textsuperscript{231} A recent analysis suggests that the average time-to-market for financial products is a few weeks, between three and thirteen months for consumer products, eleven to twenty-six months for semiconductors, and sometimes years

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{229} See \textit{History of Data Storage Technology}, \textsc{Zetta: Zetta Blog} (May 5, 2016), http://www.zetta.net/about/blog/history-data-storage-technology [https://perma.cc/8HYV-R6A4].
\item \textsuperscript{230} See Roin, \textit{supra} note 223 at 717–18.
\item \textsuperscript{231} Id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
or even decades for other products. Studies show that time-to-market largely depends on the complexity of research and development, and more than 50 percent of costs in a typical project consist of the salaries of scientists and engineers.

Technology will shorten time-to-market for a growing number of products. The speed of innovation has increased dramatically in large part because computing power has increased exponentially in accordance with Moore’s Law. Moore’s Law is the recognition made in 1965 that the number of transistors that could fit on a chip—an integrated circuit—would double every two years. It explains why the cost of computing power, the cost of bandwidth, and the cost of data storage have plummeted, meaning that the speed of innovation has increased. This chart from late 2016 captures the impact of Moore’s Law:

To better contextualize the meaning of this exponential decrease in cost of computing, consider this analogy:

---

232. *Id.* at 719 tbl.1.
233. *Id.* at 730.
234. See *id.* at 732–33; see also Rajshree Agarwal & Michael Gort, *First-Mover Advantage and the Speed of Competitive Entry, 1887–1986*, 44 J.L. & ECON. 161, 174 (2001) (concluding that rapid diffusion of technical information is a factor that is decreasing time-to-market).
Another way to think about Moore’s law is to apply it to a car. Intel CEO Brian Krzanich explained that if a 1971 Volkswagen Beetle had advanced at the pace of Moore’s law over the past 34 years, today “you would be able to go with that car 300,000 miles per hour. You would get two million miles per gallon of gas, and all that for the mere cost of four cents.\(^{237}\)

Computer power enabled by Moore’s Law is reducing time-to-market for a growing number of new products by reducing the amount of work humans are required to do, thus allowing products to be brought to market more quickly and more cheaply.\(^{238}\) Further, computer power, bandwidth, and storage allow more products to contain embedded sensors that automatically and immediately provide testing data, thus allowing for quicker identification of needed changes.\(^{239}\) Not only will such sensors allow for testing to be shortened and more efficient, these technologies allow businesses to identify services or products the consumer does not even know she needs—the ride sharing service Uber’s replacement of cabs illustrates this phenomenon.\(^{240}\) Indeed, products that embody the innovation described by Moore’s Law are themselves examples of what Moore’s Law is permitting: no one knew they needed an iPhone until they saw one. The reduction of the time and cost needed for research and development, a significant part of time-to-market, will be profound.

As a result of technology, a growing number of products will be brought more quickly to market, will be more rapidly copied, and will have shorter life cycles.\(^{241}\) This is particularly true in digital industries, a growing part of the economy, where “barriers to creating entirely new products tend to be lower, and innovations—perhaps as a result of this—appear to be more frequent.”\(^{242}\) However, some new products face barriers to entry that technology will not impact as quickly. Pharmaceuticals are a prime example:

---

237. Sneed, supra note 235.
238. See COMM. ON FORECASTING FUTURE DISRUPTIVE TECHS., NAT’L RESEARCH COUNCIL, PERSISTENT FORECASTING OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 34 (2010) (noting that globalization has led to a shrinking research and development cycle, faster product development in response to consumer demand, a shorter product development cycle, and a shorter product cycle).
240. See id. at 24.
Clinical testing comprises three phases of human trials designed to test whether a drug is safe and effective for general public consumption. After successful completion of all three phases of clinical trials—a process which can take several years—only then can a drug company submit a New Drug Application (NDA), a formal request to the FDA seeking approval of the drug to be marketed in the United States. After an NDA is received, the FDA has sixty days to determine whether to file the application for comprehensive review. All in all, the entire drug approval process can take over a decade to complete and cost pharmaceutical companies approximately $1.2 billion per drug.\(^\text{243}\)

Technology will speed up the time it takes, and lower the cost, to research and develop a new drug, but plainly not to the same degree as in digital industries. Likewise, barriers exist to marketing other new products. For example, once it became possible to use 3D printers to print parts for aircraft, regulations were immediately put in place that will slow their adoption. There are calls for greater regulation of 3D-printed products intended for various purposes.\(^\text{244}\)

To sum up, technology will speed up some aspects of bringing many new products to market. However, its impact will not be uniform among industries or, more likely, even among products within industries.

### B. The Same Technologies That Shorten Time-to-Market for Innovators Allow Competitors to Quickly and More Cheaply Market Competing Products

Just as it takes time for innovators to bring new products to market, competitors need time to develop and market competing products. However, as noted above, the amount of time is shorter and the development costs are lower. Competitors have always been able to free ride to some extent on the research and development of innovators, having to “replicate much of [an] innovator’s development-phase investments,”\(^\text{245}\) but the same innovations that allow for quicker innovation allow for cheaper copying—computer-aided design, three dimensional imaging tools, and more.\(^\text{246}\)

For some competitors, their ride may quite literally be free. Using 3D printers, the research and development time and costs can


\(^{246}\) Id. at 732–33.
approach zero. 3D printers are already available at local hardware stores and are capable of printing things made of plastic and other materials, with metal and even biological 3D printers arriving to the market soon. Indeed, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has already issued draft guidance concerning 3D-printed medical devices. Again, not all technologies will see the same degree of increase, but the ability to copy innovation even in fields such as biotechnology is advancing rapidly. Everything will come and go more quickly in the future.

C. What Shorter Time-to-Market, Shorter Product Life Cycles, and Faster Infringement Mean for Patenting

The beginning point to understanding the impact of innovation on patent utility as a coercive tool is that patents presumably will continue to take about twenty-four months to obtain even though an ever-increasing number of products will come to market more quickly, be copied more quickly, and demand for them will more rapidly subside. Thus, as an extreme example of the impact of innovation on the coercive benefit of patents, for an increasing number of products, that benefit will not exist. More products will have life cycles shorter than twenty-four months. There will be no damages to obtain, no competitors to enjoin, and no reason to obtain a patent.


249. Roin, supra note 223, at 733.
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other end of the spectrum, in some industries other barriers to entry will mitigate competitors’ otherwise-increased ability to market competing products, and so the impact of this change will be minimal, or at least attenuated.

In between those two extremes lies the fact that more products will have shorter life cycles. For an indication of how many products will have life cycles approaching twenty-four months, a 2010 study showed that 25 percent of patent attorneys reported that their clients’ products were off the market in less than three to four years. In the cost-benefit analysis of determining whether to apply for a patent, the coercive benefit has no value unless the life cycle of the product exceeds the time it takes to obtain a patent. For a greater number of products, a patent may give no coercive benefit.

To be clear, even if demand for the innovator’s original product has come and gone, there may be some coercive benefit to patenting. As noted above, to the extent practicable, patent lawyers draft patent applications to support claims that cover not only the commercial embodiment of the patentee’s product but also anticipated improvements and alternatives to it. Thus, a patent could impede competitors from selling products that were, when the patent application was filed, foreseeable alternatives to the innovator’s product, for example.

While the degree to which product life cycles will fall within the time it takes to obtain patent protection will vary among industries—some new products take years to market, others weeks—the trend is toward decreasing time-to-market, so shorter product life span is likely going to be a constant across them all. The coercive benefit represented by a patent will have less value for more products in a faster evolving world.

eliminated patentees’ ability to choose jurisdictions with quick time-to-trial. See TC Heartland LLC v. Kraft Foods Group Brands LLC, 137 S. Ct. 1514, 1517 (2017); Holte & Seaman, supra note 151, at 199. Therefore, the benefit of injunctive relief will not exist for products with life cycles lasting well beyond twenty-four months.
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D. 3D Printing Further Reduces the Coercive Benefit of Patenting by Making Infringement Easier, Dispersed, and More Difficult to Detect

The impact of 3D printing on copying is noted above, but another way that 3D printers make patent protection less desirable is that, to the extent that a patented product can be economically printed by an individual consumer, no mass-market manufacturer exists that can readily be sued. Infringement will accordingly be dispersed. Filing a patent suit against every individual who printed a single patented product will presumably turn out no more viable an enforcement mechanism for patent owners than it was for copyright owners who sued those who downloaded a song or two.

Detecting this infringement will also be difficult. While a computer-aided design (CAD) file is needed to print a particular product, those files can be shared secretly—much like digital music files. Further, a number of file-sharing sites already exist, and policing them will, no doubt, turn out to be as difficult for parts makers as it was for melody makers.

The fact that individuals will be able to make certain products without detection, or even if detected, without a viable means of being prevented from future infringement plainly cuts against patenting. That said, 3D printers cannot print everything that is patentable. Again, the direction is clear, while the degree of impact on the incentive to patent is not.

E. Innovation Will Increase, and So Will the Number of Patentable Inventions

As explained above, the speed of innovation means that generally it will be possible to bring new products to market much more rapidly in the future. This same power also means that more innovation will occur, which presumably means that more patentable inventions will be created in a shorter period of time. Indeed, 3D printing has itself led to patents.

How much innovation is occurring and is about to occur? The most famous point on this subject comes from Al Bartlett: “The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand

255. See 8 of the Best CAD Sites Online, 3Dconnexion: 3DXBlog (May 13, 2015, 9:00 AM), http://blog.3dconnexion.com/8-best-cad-sites [https://perma.cc/UDZ5-C6VH] (describing the “best” eight CAD sharing sites).

the exponential function.” That quote perhaps explains why a 2014 headline from Wired Magazine states: “The Internet of Things is Far Bigger than Anyone Realizes.”

Today’s patentee exists in a period where innovation is occurring at an unprecedented and bewildering rate. No doubt innovation is occurring at a greater pace than ever before in human history. That fact suggests that even if patents are less desirable and so are sought less often, patents nonetheless will be sought in greater numbers simply because more inventions will be made.

Further still, the same things that allow for rapid innovation are being used to make patents more valuable. For example, one new business is designed to use the same technology that is speeding up the potential demise of patents to increase the number of commercialized patents. This new business attempts to use the power of computing to match inventors with businesses by mining patent data as a sort of “match-making service.”

How will these competing near-term realities combine?

V. LOOKING AHEAD

A. A Fool’s Game: Predicting Even the Near-Term Future of Patents

There are some axiomatic things to observe. The fact that innovation today can occur more quickly means that the number of inventions will also increase rapidly. And as a simple proposition, the number of patent applications will increase so long as the pace of increase in patentable inventions exceeds the growing number of products for which patent protection is not available.

Predicting the future is also difficult because other factors affect the desire for patenting: business concerns, antitrust issues, and industry-specific cultural views of patents. It is clear that the desirability of patenting within a single industry changes over time and is not wholly dependent on the strength of patent law. A well-known and especially pertinent example involves...
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semiconductors. In just the recent past, the semiconductor industry has gone from abjuring patents, to racing to obtain them, to obtaining them but cross-licensing, and various mixtures along the way.261 These fluctuations occurred even after the Federal Circuit began its steady march toward stronger patent protection.262 If past is prologue, the semiconductor industry’s past reveals that, in just the near future, businesses will neither move toward nor away from patenting in a straight line.

The semiconductor industry’s fluctuating views toward patents is especially important in examining the future view of patents because integrated circuits are at the heart of future changes. Integrated circuits will soon be in everything and used to connect everything to the Internet in the form of the “Internet of Things.” The semiconductor industry’s unpredictable changes in patent practices, occurring at a time when patent law was steadily moving to favor patents, suggest that many factors influence the desirability of patenting beyond the legal landscape.

B. Immediate Considerations for Innovators and Patent Practitioners

Despite future uncertainties, there are immediate short-term considerations for lawyers and clients to consider in evaluating whether to patent that are far more concrete and discernable than the broader issues outlined above. This Section catalogs these considerations.

1. Trade Secrets as an Alternative to Patenting

To obtain a patent, an applicant must disclose the information necessary to make and use the invention. Understandably, the unwillingness to do so when the information is a trade secret is one reason businesses forego patenting.263 Given the weakened protection afforded to patents, depending on the industry and the particular invention, the cost-benefit analysis may in more instances favor trade secrets.

In that regard and as noted above, by enacting the Federal Defend Trade Secrets Act,264 Congress, for the first time, provided
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federal trade secret protection. Practitioners should consider this option in light of likely near-term changes in the particular industry and in light of the invention.

2. Quicker and More Effective Patent Prosecution Tactics, and Related Issues

When patenting is the best choice for a particular invention, there are steps that practitioners can take to get more benefit from a patent. They can speed up prosecution, allow for damages before issuance, and draft claims in a way to address 3D printing. In a particular case, none of these steps may be best for a client, or some combination may be appropriate. Some of these steps are outlined below.

a. Use Track One or Other Existing Procedures to Reduce the Twenty-Four-Month Delay

The USPTO has adopted procedures that, while more expensive than traditional prosecution, rapidly speed up the time to issuance from the typical twenty-four months. There are four potential means to reduce the time to issuance: (1) Track One Prioritized Examination, (2) the Patent Prosecution Highway, (3) the First Action Interview Pilot Program, and (4) Accelerated Examination. Each of these procedures has its own requirements, but they each potentially significantly reduce the twenty-four-month delay.

---
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Foremost, the average time for the USPTO to grant a petition to allow a patent application to enter Track One is about six weeks. The time from that point to allowance is just over five months, and so the average pendency is about six-and-a-half months. While it is more expensive and limited in other ways, Track One is a mechanism that may be needed to obtain meaningful patent protection more frequently in the near future.

b. Use Existing Procedures to Allow for Recovery of Damages Upon Publication of the Patent Application, Not Only After Issuance of the Patent

While ordinarily damages for patent infringement are available only after issuance, Section 154(d) of the Patent Act permits damages for “infringement” occurring before issuance, but only in narrow circumstances. The statute provides:

[A] patent shall include the right to obtain a reasonable royalty from any person who, during the period beginning on the date of publication of the application . . . and ending on the date the patent is issued—(A)(i) makes, uses, offers for sale, or sells in the United States the invention as claimed in the published patent application or imports such an invention into the United States . . . and (B) had actual notice of the published patent application.

Thus, the three essential requirements for a successful damages claim are that the defendant (1) on or after the date the application is published; (2) infringes “the invention as claimed” in the published application; and (3) had actual notice of the published application. In some circumstances, therefore, a patent practitioner should consider providing a copy of an application to anyone known to be “infringing” a claim in the application.

Generally, the USPTO publishes a patent application eighteen months after it was filed. Given the average pendency of twenty-four months, this could provide six additional months of damages. Given that more products will have shorter product life.
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cycles, six months of damages may constitute a significant amount of damages from a particular product.

Practitioners should consider in appropriate cases an even more refined prosecution tactic. First, it may be useful to file an application with a narrow claim set in order to get them published, and then allowed, and continue prosecution. Second, if a practitioner amends claims, it may be useful to request republication of the claims as amended if issuance of those claims is anticipated.

c. Draft Claims with 3D Printing in Mind

Patents typically claim a product, a process of making a product, or a process of doing some task (though they can also claim a product made by performing a claimed method). Imagine, for example, a claim to a new smoking pipe. Imagine 3D Printer Company makes 3D printers, a third party—Author—writes a CAD file that will allow that 3D printer to make an infringing pipe, a website—"CADster"—distributes all sorts of CAD files, including Author’s and, finally, a consumer buys a 3D printer, downloads Author’s CAD file from CADster, and prints an infringing pipe.

In this scenario, the consumer would directly infringe (and, if the patent contained a claim to make the pipe using a 3D printer, that claim, too, would be infringed). But, for the reasons stated above and as others have observed, suing every consumer is simply not viable as a practical matter.

A direct infringement claim against any other potential defendant will fail. Author has not made a pipe, nor has CADster sold (or transferred) a pipe, and 3D Printer Company did not make a pipe. Some have argued that someone who writes (Author) or sells (CADster) the CAD file “sells” the invention. This is simply incorrect: a file with software to make a patented pipe is not the sale of the patented pipe. Even if a CAD file provides instructions on how to make a pipe, it is not a pipe; likewise, a 3D printer capable of printing a pipe is not a pipe. Others have suggested that courts may attempt to create new approaches to the application of product claims to 3D printing. While anything is of course possible, efforts to blur the lines between a method claim—describing how to make something—and a product claim—the thing made—run against the

plain language of the Patent Act and raise concerns about the definiteness and enablement of a such a claim.

The pipe patent owner could, however, assert indirect infringement: that Author, CADster, or 3D Printer Company either induced or contributed to the direct infringement by the consumer. For reasons others have explained, these theories will likely fail as a matter of law or, even if potentially successful, raise difficult enforcement issues.279

What this means is that practitioners should consider including claims that broaden the potential for infringement.280 Plainly, claims that are directed to using a 3D printer to make a product, or the process of making the product by using a 3D printer, will only capture the consumer. The other possible way to provide patent protection in this context is to claim a CAD file that enables the product to be made rather than the product itself. That claim runs into a fundamental limitation on patents: printed matter is not eligible for patenting.281 It may be possible to claim memory in a 3D printer configured to print a patented product, but even then the applicant must fully describe and enable that claim.

d. Trim the Portfolio More Rapidly

Existing US utility patents expire either seventeen years after they issue or twenty years after the application which led to them was first filed, depending on when the application was filed.282 However, in order to keep a patent in force, the owner must pay “maintenance fees” to the USPTO every few years.283

Given the fact that, generally speaking, the future holds shorter product life cycles, it may make less sense in some industries for clients to continue paying these fees for patents on a growing number of products, as they more quickly become obsolete. To put this thought into concrete terms:

- DVDs were just being introduced in 1997, but actual players did not become widely and cheaply available until the year 2000.284

---
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In 1995, eight megabytes of random-access memory (RAM) had become the norm, up from four megabytes a year before.\textsuperscript{285} Rewritable CDs first appeared in 1997.\textsuperscript{286} In late 1997, only 22 percent of Americans had access to the Internet from home, work, or school.\textsuperscript{287} In 1996, the average amount of time spent online, for those who had access, was thirty minutes each month.\textsuperscript{288}

It is hard for us to understand exponential change. The technology two years from now will be as different from today as today is from 2007, when the iPhone was introduced. Just as rewritable CDs are no longer a significant portion of computer storage, today’s “cutting edge” technology of SSD memory and the like will probably appear just as antiquated—not in ten years, but in two years. Practitioners in fields where this rapid shift will occur need to consider it in advising clients.

e. Counsel Clients on the Impact of Innovation on Coercive Relief
Because That Impacts Other Reasons They May Be Seeking or Acquiring Patents

This Article focuses on one benefit in the cost-benefit calculation for patenting—the potential for coercive relief, which is a “key driver” in the patenting decision. That potential is diminished. Clients may not understand that the decreased capacity to use patents to obtain coercive relief may reduce other benefits of patenting.

For example, venture capitalists have looked at possessing patents as a factor in whether to make an investment.\textsuperscript{289} But part of more than 13 million homes.


the reason for that is the coercive aspect of patent rights.\textsuperscript{290} To the extent that patents no longer indicate correct business strategy, patenting will no longer be looked at as a positive. Likewise, while an inventor may believe receiving a patent is a positive “credential,” a business must weigh that benefit against the costs of obtaining a patent in light of the reduced coercive benefit the patent brings to the business. Finally, to many businesses, the cost of enforcing patents is a key reason to forego patenting altogether.\textsuperscript{291} Clients should be aware that those costs now include having to defend a post-grant proceeding. More broadly, because asserting a patent means jeopardizing it, it means losing all other benefits associated with patenting.

Practitioners whose clients obtain patents for reasons other than the coercive benefit may need to counsel clients more closely. It may be that patent law does not matter to a particular client’s decision to invest in a patent application and incur its attendant costs,\textsuperscript{292} but coercive rights may be the determining motivation for a particular client to apply, or not.

VI. CONCLUSION: BROADER CONSIDERATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS

An immediate issue for policy makers is 3D printers. As shown above, patent owners have limited means to address their capacity to copy patented products. Accordingly, Congress should hold hearings on their impact. It may be that the Patent Act should be amended to define the making, using, or selling of a CAD file capable of printing an infringing product as being an act of infringement. Other mechanisms may be also available, such as regulating 3D printers by, for example, requiring printers to monitor for CAD files that infringe.\textsuperscript{293}

In addition, as the pace of innovation increases, competitors will be able to more quickly market products that improve on an innovators product. It is important for courts to carefully construe patent claims to avoid reading them too broadly, but it will be difficult
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for courts to do so when the innovation occurs so quickly. By way of illustration, a court will look skeptically at the argument that a patent issued in 2008 on a thumb drive somehow covers holographic storage devices, but the speed of innovation may soon be such that products as differentiated as those two will be developed just a year apart, rather than a decade apart. By strictly applying doctrines such as enablement and written description, courts can ensure that patents do not “block” downstream improvements that, although closer in time, are far apart technologically.

Beyond that, it is too soon to gauge the precise degree of impact on the incentive to patent caused by changes to the law during this century. In this regard, a former Chief Judge of the Federal Circuit recently argued that the impact of recent case law and the rise of post-grant proceedings mean that further congressional “reform” would be questionable and counterproductive. Staying the course may be wise. In a few years, perhaps policy makers will have a better grasp on whether patents continue to be viewed as valuable means to protect inventions. Presumably, if there is by then a significant decline in patent applications, policy makers will consider whether the function of patents—including encouraging disclosure to foster future innovation—is being met sufficiently through other means. If not, legislative recalibration may be in order.